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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The statistical investigations into laws of production by
C. W. Cobb and Paul H. Douglas are among the most celebrated in
the history of econometrics. Statisticians have proposed the
general function
Y = AX*1 X*2 X*3£
,
(l)
where Y = output,
X
±
= inputs; (i = 1, 2, 3),
(: = random variation,
as a fairly universal law of production; and have estimated it
in numerous samples from manufacturing industries throughout
the world. This exponential type of production function has no
more claim to general validity as a decription of technology
than other mathematical functions. However, it does have many
properties that make it a very convenient choice and it gradua-
tes data on output and input well. This function is almost
always referred to as the "Cobb-Douglas production function".
The Cobb-Douglas function has constant elasticities of
output variation with respect to its various inputs, where
B^^ equals the elasticity with respect to an input X^. This
function has a non-linear relationship. For constant levels
of X
2
and X the input
- output relationship is shown
in Figure 1.
2/
/
Fig. 1. A Cobb-Douglaa Production Function
If any input is zero, output is zero. Thus all inputs must be
non-zero. The curvature of the function is such that marginal
productivity falls as input grows if each elasticity is less
than unity. There is no asymptotic level of output (or ceiling)
beyond which production cannot grow, but the rate of increase
decreases at high levels of input.
Although the function is non-linear, it can be transformed
into a linear function by converting all variables to logarithms.
Thus,
logY » logA + B
1
logX
1
B
2
logX
2
+ B^og^ loge
or
Y f * A 1 BX« B Xi + B X' fe-ll 2 2 3 3
3Since the B.'e ere elasticity coefficients, they ere pure
numbers and can easily be compared among different samples
using varied units of measurements* Therefore, this function
is very convenient in inter-industry or international com-
parisons. In e sense, one is eble to capture the flavor of
essential nonlineeritles of the produotlon process and yet
benefit from the simplifications of calculation from linear
relationship by transforming to logarithms.
The parameters (B^'s) of equation (1), in addition to being
elastici tlee, possess other attributes important in economic
analysis. The sum of the exponents shows the degree of "returns
to scale" in production. Thus,
3
2 2. < l Indicates decreasing returne to scale.
i-1 1
3
1 B. 1 indicates constant returns to scale,
i-1 1
3
X b. > 1 indicates increasing returns to scale.
1-1 1
Suppoee that each input ie lncreaaed by r per cent
X. increased to X 4 (l + _r ) i i 2, 3.l 1 100
Thue the output ie lncreaeed by less than r per sent, by r
per cent, or by more then r per cent, depending on whether
there are decreasing, constant, or increasing returns to scale.
Marginal productivity of any factor is the slope of the
function when all other inputs are held constant, it can also
be noted that the marginal productivity changes as the levels of
factor input change. However, the Cobb-Douglas function takes
on a linear form when expressed in logarithms instead of arith-
metic units. Therefore, with inputs X2 and being held
constants,
B a Chang* in log of output
1 Change in log of X^
The change in natural logarithm of some variable is the
same thing as the percentage change, we, therefore, can write
n m £»rcentft^e change in Y*
'Percentage change in X^
m *Y / AXj
y «• ay / *r^i
X
1
+ axi ^
y * ay nq
X^ total input
* total output' * ^X^ *
Hence, an important property of the function is: marginal and
average productivity are proportional, where the factor of
proportionality is the associated exponent,
«PY * B, .
total output
A
l
A X^ total input
5* B
l • (average productivity of X^) .
The same relationships hold for X and X_.
CHAPTER II
CURRENT VARIANCE ESTIMATE FOR MARGINAL
PRODUCTIVITY AND ITS SHORTCOMING
For the purpose of simplicity, consider a one-variate
Cobb-Douglas function
Y
1
» AX^
( i « 1, 2, n. (2)
The usual procedure of estimating these constants A and B is to
apply least-squares methed to the logarithms of (2) resulting
in the regression equation.
logYj logA BlogX
1
+loge
1 ,
or
Y« A« BXj €•
where Y« logY
1
A' =« logA
X« « logX
1
and e| * loge^
.
The usual assumption is that the ej are independent error
variables with equal variances.
The least-square estimates of A', B and A are
2(Y» - Y»)(X« - X»)
I(X» - X') 2
a 1 - Y« - bX«
and a * a*'
7For a given fixed input value X, thus the estimated output is
given by
Y = aXb (3)
or Y' » a 1 + bX* .
Thus, the marginal productivity at X is estimated by
dY/dX = abX^1 = (b.Y)/X ik)
To find the variance of the marginal productivity, the current
method is obtained from (Ij.) by regarding both X and Y as constants,
Therefore, the current formula for variance is
V( ^ ) « ( | ) 2 • V(b) (5)
fhere V(b) « s2/Z(XJ - X*) 2
2(Y» - Y') 2 - b2Z(X£ - X«) J
and a2 n - 2
However, one must examine the assumptions being made above. The
assumption of fixed input level X is, of course, reasonable and
generally used by statisticians in regression theory. But, the
assumption that Y is also fixed is clearly unrealistic since it
is known to be computed from formula (3), which involves the
estimates of 'a* and 'b*, and hence will vary from sample to
sample even though X is held constant. It is also deemed un-
suitable to regard 'a' and 'b' as constants. It is the purpose
of this report to reach a more realistic variance estimate for
A
the marginal productivity which considers Y and both 'a* and
«b» as variables with non-zero variances and covariances, and
eonly X being held as a constant. In other words, the current
variance formula for the marginal productivity may underestimate
the real variability in some cases, and overestimate the true
variability in others. A numerical example will be given later
to illustrate the difference of the two formulas. It is also
the purpose of this report to identify, if possible, those
conditions under which equation (5) would under or over estimate
the true variance.
CHAPTER III
DERIVATION OF VARIANCE FORMULAS
One Variate Case
The variance of X and Y can be written
V(XY) « e|(XY) 2] - (e(XY)J 2
*
^X **Y f°X /VX * °Y /WY * ZcovlXX)/)^!
» u2 o2 u2 a2 ^^covCXY) .
From formula (ijj, but considering only X as a constant, the
estimsted variance for the marginal productivity will be
h Y 1 ~
v( TT J * v(b.Y)
^}K(b.Y) 2 - [E(b.Y)] 2
j
~ jB2V(Y) * Y2V(b) + 2BY cov(b.Y) (6)
where Y * E(Y)
and B E(b)
.
Furthermore, from regression theory, it is known that
V(b) - s2/Z(X« - X') 2 (7)
. 7 (1 (X' - X') 2
and V(Y*) * o^ ~ + J _ " 5vvx
; *yi.X«l n 2 ( X « - X») 2 J »
where X* » logX corresponding to the value at that point the
marginal productivity is evaluated.
A
The covariance of b and Y is given by
10
oov(bY') o2 f (X' - X') ]
1
Y, - X,[z(x. - X') 2 j
Sine* aquation (3) may also be written as
Y « aX~ eY«
,
then, dY eY '* dY» * Y-dY'
Prom this an approximate relationship becomes
V(Y) Y2V(Y»)
- Y2a2
'.X'f
1 + (x« - X') 2
2(Xj - X») 2
(8)
and cov(b-Y) Y cov(b«Y')
V.X' 2(X' - X') 2 (9)
Since in most cases, Y, B and are unknown, use Y,
b and s2 as their estimates respectively. By substituting (7),
(8) and (9) into (6) the equation becomes
V(#)»Mb2Y2s2 fn-+ <*' -f>f I*3T' x2 I l 2(X» - X») 2 J
Y2
a
2
+
2bY2s2(X'-X«)
2(X» - X») 2 2(X| - X') 2
±2 o i . l+2b<X'-X«)+b2{X'-X') 2 ?
* 8 I n 2(X. -XM 2 J
See Appendix
11
(1)2 s2U2 , Cl*b(X» .Xf | (10)
V
n
Z(X« - X») 2
K-V&riate Case
The k-variate Cobb-Douglas function can be written as
Y • AX^l X^2
. . .
X^KG
,
(11)
where Is again the random variation. The parameters A, B^ f
&2> • * * ' \ are U8Ually estimated by least-squares solutions
for the logarithms of (11):
logY * logA Bj^logXj^ . . . h^lo^ logfc
Y' = A' +
.> . BkX^ + 6« , (12)
x« logy,
A 1 logA,
X* * logX
1
(i =* 1, 2, . . . , k)
* loge.
The coefficients of this normal equations can be expressed in a
matrix form, that is,
or
where
and
A =
Zx?
Zx x 1x2
2 1 2
Zx, x, 2x x„
k 1 k 2
2X
!
Xk
Zx*
12
The estimated regression equation of (12) will be
Vj*. • • Vi
For any given input value of X (i ** 1, 2, • • • * k), the
estimated output is given by
? - tfji x\* . . . £ - **« ,
where a * ea *
,
Y» - a' b
x
X» . . . bk
X^
.
The marginal productivity of a particular X, aay X^, is estimated
by
i *i
(13)
If both X and Y are considered to be fixed, then the variance
estimate is given by
v(V, * (Jfr v(bi)
-
where V(b
1 )
* cii°f».X'
(14)
(15)
}11
'21
!12
'22 • • •
clk
C2k
-1
!kl ck2 °kk
In order to get the analogue of equation (10) by considering
A
Y and b^ as random variables, again equation (6) is used. The
13
standard formulas needed are^-
k
and k
cov(b
4
Y») * o2 2 c. .(X« - X«)
analogous to (8) and (9), are
V(Y) » Y2V(Y»)
k
Y2a2 f'i'*' 2 c. 4 (X' - X')
2
k-1 k
i»l j=*i+l i J
and covtbjY) » Y covtb^M
Estimating Y, and by Y, bt and »f i.xi respectively,
then by substituting (15), (16) and (17) into (6), the equation
becomes
v> v „ r v>2 . t.
v. ^2
biY Ypo t bi ? r k
V(
-*I>
(
jq;> 4..x. j
-
+ bit
t^ •u«*l
-
*i>
k-1 k
+22 2 (X» - X»)(X« - X») c,
.
i*l j»i+l 1 13 J 1JJ
* 2bi jli CiJU 5 " + U8)
*See Brownlee, K.A. , Statistical Theory and Methodology in Science
and Engineering, New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 19&0,
pp. 480 - 1^85.
CHAPTKK IV
To illustrated the difference between the variance estimate
for marginal productivity obtained by current formula and the one
obtained by above formula (either (10) or (18), a very simple
example was computed here to serve this purpose,
A time-series sample (1931* - 1953) of J. S. aggregate
production and labor employment was taken and computed as
follows. 1 (See Table 4.D
Y - aggregate production (billion)
X - labor employment (million)
Y« logY and X» « logX
ZY' » 9J+.1061 2X' * 80.1*177
ZY« 2 » 1*43.9961 XX* 2 » 323.7631
Y» = 4.701*9 4.0209
XX»Y« * 378.9802 2(X» - X') 2 = 0.39
b « Z(X» - X')(Y' - Y»)
Z(X» - X») 2
* 1.5138
a« » Y« - bX'
*
-1.38156
or a * 0.2513
Hence, the Cobb-Douglas function is given by
Y » 0.2513X1**138 (19)
T
Source of data: Klein, L. R. , An Introduction to Econometrics,
New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc.
,
1962, pp. 103.
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Table 4.1 U. S. Aggregate Production and Labor
Employment (193U - 1953)
Natural Logarithmic Values
Tear Y X
Y« x» Y
'
Y* - Y»
1931*. 64,
4
42.7 4.165H 3.75420 4.30155 -.13644
35 75.4 44.2 4.32281 3.78872 4.35380 -.03099
36 85.0 47.1 4.44265 3.35227 4.45000 -.00735
37 92.7 48.2 4.52937 3. 37536 4.48496 .04441
38 85.4 46.4 4.44735 3.83730 4.42734 .02001
39 92.3 47.8 4. 52504 3.86703 4-47235 .05269
ko 101.2 49.6 4. 61512 3.90399 4.52830 .06682
hi 113.3 54.1 4.72390 3.99083 4.65976 .06414
107.8 59.1 4. 68213 4.07923 4.79358 -.11145
U3 105.2 64.9 4. 65396 4.17285 4.93530 -.28134
44 107.2 66.0 4. 67283 4.18965 4.96073 -.28790
45 108.8 ^.4 4.69135 4.16511 4.92358 -.23223
46 131.4 58.9 4. 87520 4.07584 4.78845 .06675
47 130.9 59.3 4.87520 4.08261 4.79870 .07630
48 134.7 60.2 4.89784 4.09767 4. 82149 .07635
49 129.1 58.7 4.85981 4. 07244 4.78330 .07651
50 147.8 6o.o 4.99043 4.09434 4.8161*5 . 17398
51 152.1 63.8 5.02388 4.1557? 4.90941 .11447
52 154.3 64.9 5.03695 4.17285 4.93530 . 10165
53 159.9 66.0 5.07517 4.18965 4.96073 .11444
16
or Y» * -1.38156 + 1.5138X' (20)
The marginal productivity of X, when X = 60 million, is
obtained by differentiating (19) and evaluating at X * 60, That
ia
H* (0.25l3)(1.5138)X -*138
. 0.330M60) ' 5138
3.H5 (thousand dollars)
3,115.00
o
.
- Y») 2
or
i »X«
Y»X»
V(b)
n - 2
0.35665/18
O.019814
0.14076 (or 1.15 billion)
2(X'-X') 2
• 0.01981V0.39
0.05081
S
b
« 0.22540 (or $1,250.00)
Thus, the varianoe estimate of the marginal productivity of
labor at 60 million by the current formula will be
v(¥> ( \ f V(b)
(4. 81645/4. 09434
)
2 (o.o5o8i)
(1.38385) (0.05081)
0.07031
17
s
mp><¥> -
0.26$l6 (or $1,305.00) 121)
The variance of the marginal productivity of labor at 60
million estimated by equation (10) will be
V(**) - uo838g)(0,0198l^ )
= (0.027UD [o. 11458 lf f$77 ]
- 0.0031U * 0.86782
• 0.87096
3^ « 0.93325 (or $2,545.00) (22)
Thua, in this particular case, the variance of the marginal produc-
tivity at X * 60 million by the current formula would underestimate
the true variation, since the variance for mp^ from equation (5)
is approximately one-half of that obtained from equation (10).
CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
After obtaining the variance of marginal productivity for
X1# one could easily compute approximate 95 or 99 P«r cent con-
fidence interval for MP . For example, the 95 per cent oon-
A
i
fidence interval for MP¥ would be
*t
mpY - 1.96s ^ MPV ^ mpY + 1.96S_X
l
mp
x
1
X
l
Xl
for large n.,
where mp « marginal productivity evaluated either from (1+) or
X
l
(13) at a given value of X^ 5
3™« * |V(^s~) * standard error of mp„ .mp^ A X
1
X
x
By using the example above, the 95$ confidence interval for
(at X * 60 million) would be:
a. By the result of (21)
3,115 - 2.093(1,305) ^ mp^ ^ 3,115 2.093(1,305)
or 383.63 ft MP
x
^ 5,846.37 (23)
b. By the result of (22)
3,115 - 2.093(2,51+5) < mpx ^ 3,115 2.093(2,545)
or -2,211.69 ^ Ml>
x
^ 5,326.69 {2k)
Since the ourrent formula in this case underestimates tne
variance for the marginal productivity, (23) would underestimate.
19
the length of 95 per cent confidence interval, and the result of
{2k) ia safer then that of (23).
In addition to this, some exact tests of certain hypotheses
concerning the marginal productivity were developed by Puller1
as quoted below:
1. "To test the hypothesis that MP * is equivalent to
X
i
test the * 0, since e*' can never be zero.
2. To test the hypothesis that MP k«MP„ at a given\ *2
point, while k is a constant. The hypothesis would be
b
l yi b2 vi
X
l *2
°r bl b2 vt
vtSince ex can never be zero, the test becomes a
test of
b
l kb2
x7 - "TT -
1 "2
which could be performed by constructing the unbiased
estimate of the latter quantity as DED'
l k
where D « (0, ~ , - 7 )Al A2
'Fuller, Wayne A., "Estimating the Reliability of Quantities
Derived from Empirical Production Functiona", Journal of
Farm Economics, Vol. XLIV, No. 1, February 1962, 19p.
20
D' = transpose of D
and
(lOR 10) 2
n
>
E =
•u °12
S2
C
21 °22
Where c^ is the element of ith row and jth column
of A"* which was defined on equation (15) and
S2 V($») as glvwa in Chapter III."
In many cases, b is small (close to zero) and sample size
(n) is large, then b2/n will be a very small number. If b2/n
can be Ignored and set (or evaluate) X 1 » X 1
,
then formula (10)
would be identically the same as formula (5) which assumes both
A
X and Y are fixed. This also holds for the k-variate case.
By observing formula (5) and (10), it would be found that
the variance obtained from (10) would be no less than the
variance obtained from (5>), if the inequality
b(X» - X') ^
holds. In other words, if b and (X* - X 1 ) have the same sign,
the variance obtained from current formula would underestimate
the real variance for the marginal productivity. If b and
(X' - X') have different sign, then the inequality
£2 * U b(X« - X')3
n _ o
2(X» - X')* 2(X» - X») 2
(25)
21
might sometimes be true. In this esse, the variance obtained
from (5) would be greater than that obtained from (10). The
direction of inequatity in (25) depends upon the magnitudes of
n, b, (X' - X») and I(XJ - X') 2 .
In all, formulas (10) and (18) are based on assumptions
which were considered to be more realistic than those underly-
ing the variance formula (5) and (lij.) which, in many cases, may
lead to considerable errors in estimation.
The biggest advantage of the current formula over equations
(10) and (18) is ease in computation. If b and (X* - X' ) have
different sign, and the inequality (25) holds, then it is still
desirable to use current methods for computing tho variance of
marginal productivity.
APPENDIX
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Given: Y » a + bX
and V(a) * o2
a Y - bX
2(X
A
- X) 2
cov(b Y) =• E(b Y) - S(b) E(Y)
* E(b Y) -BY
where E(b Y) E[b(a + bX)j
* E(ab) + X E(b2 )
while B(ab) e((Y - bX)b] - Y E(b) - X E(b
2
)
- Y B - » « fc»<^~*>**l"
f)
)
2
2U
±
- X)
Y B - l2l
v\2z(x
1
- X)
and
X E(b2 ) - 2L2-
2(X
A
- X)*
thus,
_
-2
E(b Y) » Y B X X o«
zTx^TxT2 2lX - X) 2
2(X
A
- X)'
HTO
"'cov( b Y) - S B ^ * !> 22(X
±
- X)*
o2 (X - X)
2(X - X) 2
- Y B
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ABSTRACT
The Cobb-Douglas production function, with its interesting
properties, has become one of tne major tools in doing statis-
tical investigations into many manufacturing fields throughout
the world.
The current formula of the marginal productivity for the
Cobb-Douglas function is based on the assumption that both
independent variables (X^) and dependent variables (Y) are
constants. This is not realistic at all. The purpose of this
report is to try to reach a formula for the variance of the
marginal productivity of the Cobb-Douglas function, based on
more realistic assumptions which consider Y, A, and fi^ as
variables with only X^ being held fixed. Also it is intended,
if possible, to determine the conditions for which the current
formula will over or under estimate the true variability.
In this report, the procedure used to develop the formula
is based on the statistical rules concerning the vsrlance of
constants and variables, with the aid of those known results
from regression theory.
The results snow that the current formulas for the marginal
productivity of this particular production function are only a
specisl case of the new formulas. The current formulas would
underestimate the true variance in some cases, and overestimate
it in others: If b and (X» - X» ) have the same sign, then
current formula would underestimate the variance and in case
2of having different signs, then it is possible for the ourrent
formula to either underestimate or overestimate the variance*
But diffioult in compution is the big disadvantadge of the
new formula over current formulas.
